
The Second
Volume of
"Families in the
Bible" Printed 

After the release of the first volume of

"Families in the Bible," it received

much love and enthusiastic demand

from people. In response to the

support from churches and brothers

and sisters, Kairos has published the

second volume of "Families in the

Bible." This book is another

masterpiece that integrates the stories

of 15 families from the Old Testament

and 15 families from the New

Testament, which were originally

featured in the video series "Families

in the Bible."

The Families in the Bible" (Volume 2)

has been successfully printed, and we

are looking forward to providing

churches, fellowships, and small

groups with a year's worth of biblical

character study materials through both

volumes of "The Families in the Bible."

Please also pray for the smooth

delivery of the book.

Kairos will collaborate with the

Church of Our Saviour, an Episcopal

church serving the San Gabriel Valley

in the United States to film and

produce a series of 8 videos called

"Striving for Racial Equality, Social

Justice, and Building a Community of

Love". The preparatory work for this

project has been completed, and it

will soon enter the actual filming and

production phase. Please pray for this

collaborative project.

In addition to the newly published

second volume of "Families in the

Bible," Kairos has also reprinted the

first volume. The aim is to continue

providing resources for church

fellowships and small group

gatherings, making faith more

tangible and enhancing the

interaction among family members.

Combines
Traditional
Chinese Culture
with Christian
Faith

Striving for
Racial
Equality,
Social Justice,
and Building a
Community of
Love

The recording of "Exploring Chinese

Characters" (Mandarin), a program

that combines traditional Chinese

culture with Christian faith, began in

May. Additionally, the "Exposition on

the Book of Romans" (Mandarin),

consisting of 14 episodes, is eagerly

anticipated and we hope to present it

to everyone soon. We are also

planning a series called "The Better

Covenant" based on the Book of

Hebrews (36 episodes). Please pray

for the production and broadcasting

of these new programs!


